GIRLS SECTIONAL WRESTLING TOURNAMENT

DIVISION I, SECTION II

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2020

TOLLESON GIRLS HEAD COACH: CORY NELSON  CORY.NELSON@TUHSD.ORG

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: DR. RAY PERKINS  RAY.PERKINS@TUHSD.ORG

ATHLETIC TRAINER: SAMANTHA SHEAVES  SSHEAVES@BANNER-PTREHAB.COM

TEAMS: ALHAMBRA, ARIZONA LUTHERAN, BETTY FAIRFAX, BOURGADE, CAMELBACK, CARL HAYDEN, CESAR CHAVEZ, COPPER CANYON, LA JOYA, MARYVALE, NORTH, ODYSSEE INSTITUTE, PHOENIX CHRISTIAN, SIERRA LINDA, SOUTH MOUNTAIN, TOLLESON, TREVOR BROWNE, WEST POINT, AND WESTIVEW.

DIRECTIONS FOR BUSES: DIRECTIONS FROM THE EAST: EXIT THE I-10 WEST AT 91ST AVE HEAD SOUTH TO W. VAN BUREN AND MAKE A RIGHT THE SCHOOL AND PARKING LOT AND SCHOOL IS LOCATED AT 9419 W. VAN BUREN STREET. DIRECTIONS FROM THE WEST: EXIT THE I-10 EAST AT 99TH AVE HEAD SOUTH TO W. VAN BUREN AND MAKE A LEFT AND PARKING LOT AND SCHOOL IS LOCATED AT 9419 W. VAN BUREN STREET.

ADMISSION: $12-ADULT ALL DAY PASS

$10-SENIOR/MILITARY ALL DAY PASS

$ 5-STUDENT WITH A SCHOOL ID ALL DAY PASS

FREE-CHILDREN 5 YEARS OLD & UNDER

SCHEDULE: 8:00 A.M. - WEIGH IN

9:00 A.M. - COACHES MEETING

10:00 A.M. - PRELIMINARARIES ROUDS (3 MATS) ALL TIMES ARE APPROXIMATES

FINALS - TBA

SEEDING: Sectional Seeding Criteria (Wrestler MUST have a winning record to be seeded)
1. A wrestler must have a minimum of FOUR (4) Girls vs. Girls matches OVERALL to be seeded.

2. Pre-seeding will be determined by each wrestler’s overall season Girls vs. Girls winning Percentage (percentage). Results must be entered into the Trackwrestling web site for matches to be Official!

3. Trackwrestling will take into account all common opponents to determine seeding positions.

4. Head to Head will supersede #1, #2 and #3 - must be in the top eight (8) seeding pool to Challenge.

5. Coin flip

**FORMAT:**

- Each school can only enter one girl wrestler per weight class... NO ALTERNATES
- There are no team trophies awarded or team score kept at girls sectionals... ONLY INDIVIDUAL
- The brackets are different, double elimination with a true 2nd instead of single elimination like last year.

**TRACKWRESTLING WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2020 MIDNIGHT.**

- DEADLINE FOR ALL COACHES TO: UPDATE ALL WRESTLER RECORDS
- ENTER A PRELIMINARY SECTIONAL TOURNAMENT LINEUP FOR PRE-SEEDING
- DELETE ALL DUPLICATE EVENTS ON TEAM SCHEDULE PAGE
- DELETE ALL FROSH/JV EVENTS ON TEAM SCHEDULE PAGE

**OFFICIALS:** ONLY CERTIFIED AIA OFFICIALS WILL BE ASSIGNED TO THE TOURNAMENT

**AWARDS:** MEDALS TO TOP THREE PLACES FROM KULKUSKI BROTHERS

**ONLY THE SECTION CHAMP AND THE TRUE SECOND GOING TO STATE**